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of the conference later responded to this accusation by conceding that, for example,
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Linda Gordon and Ellen DuBois wrote their paper 'Between Pleasure and Danger',
which we publish here, to be given at the ninth conference in a series 'The Scholarand
the Feminist' held each year in the United States. The series aims to bring feminist
research, academic scholarship and politics together. In 1982 the conference was held
at Barnard College, New York City on 24 April. The theme for the ninth conference
was Sexuality.
The conference was a major event for feminists on the EastCoast of the United
States
and many women must have come to it from other parts of the country.
Indeed, there were also feminists from Holland, Britainand France.About 600 women
attended in all. (The conference was open to men, although very few attended. )
To a British observer, the conference was both similar to and unlike women's
conferences over here. At one level there was greater formality.There was an opening
plenary session with papers read by their authors. There was a buffet lunch, and wine
and 'hors d'ocuvres' at the end of the day. The conference series is funded in part by
the Helena Rubenstein foundation, which in itself seems unexpected to an European
observer. The cost of the day was $20, or around £10. So in one sense it seemed like a
relatively establishment affair.Yet the content of the opening papers and of most of the 2*
a
workshops reflected preoccupations similar to our own.
g
As it turned out, the coming together of academic respectability and 'extremist'
discourses on sexuality blew the whole compromise apart, and events surrounding
the conference have created consternation, anger and uproar amongst American
feminists and deepened the already scarring divisions in fhe American movement.
There had already been storm warnings during the planning stages. Each year a
conference planning group is gathered together. It is responsible for inviting speakers
and also produces a 'conference diary'. From the beginning some groups of what we
would call radical or revolutionary feminists active in the New Yorkareawere angered
by the composition of the 1982 planning group. They felt they were excluded from the
planning, and that the planning group was biased and unrepresentative.The organizers
- 5;
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feminist anti-porn campaigning groups had been excluded, but they justified this by
arguing that the whole of the American feminist debate on sexuality is now dominated
by the 'anti-pornography' position. In the United States the power of the Moral
Majority and the strong anti-feminist and pro-family backlash gives the feminist
anti-pornography position an importance and credibility it perhaps lacks in Britain
FeministReview No l 3 February 1983
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where the women's movement and the backlash are much less in evidence. The
feminists who organized the conference at Barnardtherefore argued that they wanted
to have a forum for a diversity of views on sexuality, and that if the anti-porn
perspective were included it would overvvhelmand swamp everything else. They also
felt the divisions were so deep that confrontation ratherthan discussion would be the
result.
The feminist opposiAon to the feminist anti-pornographersin the United States
is again rather different from its British equivalent. There, the pornographydebate has
centred to a greater extent than here around the issue of freedom of speech and the
First Amendment. The opposition to Women Against Pornography is libertarian.It
foregrounds discussions of types of sexual practice, particularly'deviant'forms, such
as lesbian sado-masochism. There seems to be less concern than here with how
sexuality and gender get constructed and with psychoanalysis as a theory of the
construction of gender and femininity.
The content of the conferences was already causing BarnardCollege unease
before 24 April.The Conference Diary,usually availableto all those who registeron or
before the day of the conference itself was this year withheld. Then on the day of the
conference, a line of protestors formed outside Barnardand handed out leaflets to
participants as they arrived.These leaRetsdid not seek to dissuade women from going
and indeed some Women Against Pornography themselves
into the conference
but sought to explain the reasons for their protest. The leaflet objected to
attended
the one-sidedness of the conference planning group and content of the conference;
signed by 'Coalition of Wofnen for a Feminist Sexuality and AgainstSadomasochism'it
included WAPand several groups of lesbian activists.The conference organizerswere
accused of having invited spealsers who supported forms of'patriarchal' and 'antifeminist' sexuality such as sado-masochism andpacdophilia.No woman was mentioned
by name, but it was clear who was being attacked. Feminist organizationswere also
attacked. For example, a group called sNo More Nice Girls'was accused of supporting
pornography and child abuse; during the plenary Ros Baxandall,a feminist historian,
exposed the inaccuracy of this allegation and, as a member of 'No MoreNice Girls',said
that it was a feminist group campaigningfor access to abortion.
Readers will judge whether the content of the Gordon/Dubois paper is anti-
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feminist or 'obscene'. It was not, however, a main target for attack.The more controversial plenary paper was given by Alice Echols and was a critique of 'cultural
feminism' - which includes radical feminism and separatism. Speaking as a lesbian,
Alice Echols objected to the way in which, she felt, cultural feminism had collapsed
lesbianism into 'sisterhood' or being 'woman identified' arguments familiarto us in
Britain. She made a number of telling criticisms, yet her paper offered no positive
perspective other than, implicitly, a reassertion of the right of feminists to seek sexual
pleasure. This was also the emphasis ofthe Conference Diary,and although participants
did not receive the Diary until weeks after the Conference, it is worth mentioning at
this point that the Diary raised the following questions, which expressed the ideas
behind the whole conference:
How do women get sexual pleasure in patriarchy?
Given the paradox that the sexual domain is a dangerous one for
women, either as an arena of restriction and repression or as an arenaof
experimentation and resistance, how do women of various ethnic, racial
and class groups strategize for pleasure?
What are the points of similarity and difference between feminist
analyses of pornography, incest, and male and female sexual 'nature'and
those of the right wing?
Dare we persist in questioning traditionalsexuality and sexual arrangement in the current political climate?Ifnot, when is a 'good' time for
feminists to do so?
What is the political significance of the position outlined by Betty
Friedan, which would jettison gay and lesbian rights and sexual nonconformity as issues marginalto feminist goals?
What is the nature of the current conflict between the 'social purity'
and 'libertarian'factions in the feminist community?
What can be learned from similar debates during the firstwave of
feminism in the nineteenth century.
The afternoon workshops were extremely diverse. Gayle Rubin,under attackby
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the Coalition because of her known views on lesbian sado-masochism (she has 'come
out' as a sado -masochist), gave a paper on the legal regulationof sexuality in the United
States She demonstrated that far from being a 'permissive'society, the differentstates
of the Union sanction very little sexual freedom. She ended her paper with a plea for
the decriminaliztion of sexual activity and for all consenting persons to do what they
like sexually. During the discussion the issue of what 'consent' means was raised, and
this challenged the weakness in Gayle Rubin's presentation, which is that she had
tended simply to restate an unreconstructed libertarianposition, and although she
mentioned the work of JeffFeyWeeks, there was surprisinglylittle questioning, in this
paper at least, of wt and how desire gets constructed in particularways; surprising
because Jeffrey Weeks and others have challenged the idea that one just 'is' a homosexual; so far as I am aware (but this may be ignorance on my part) there has been no
similar attempt to 'deconstruct' sado-masochism.
Although on this occasion Gayle Rubin was not speaking on the issue of
sado-masochism, the importance this form of sexuality has come to have in the whole
debate merits further attention. Again, at the risk of generalizing from a superficial
impression, I find it curious that one particularsand arguablyrather marginalsexual
practice should have come to occupy such a key space in the discussion of sexuality.
Why should this be? One argument put forwardin support of sado-masochismis that it
makes possible the enactment of power fantasiesin a safe situation. Alsosfrom the way
some sado-masochistic and similar sexual practices are described it is tempting to
suppose that individuals find an outlet for the playful in these 'sexual games'.Afterall,
for adults in our society there is no place where they can really 'play'other than in the
intimacy of a relationship that is designated 'sexual'.On the otherhandsado-masochism
sometimes seems to have to do with sexual outlawry and the dark side of self and
forbidden desires. This might also be true of butch/femme roles, andJoan Nestle does
defend such roles on precisely these grounds in the Heresies Sex Issue. Perhaps
feminism really has done something to lesbianism in conising it with non-eroticized
love between women, so that some lesbians have been attractedto other, more deeply
'forbidden' ways of insisting that lesbianism zs about sex.
A different point made about the focus on lesbian sado-masochism is that it
deflects attention away from heterosexuality altogether. Maybe it lets heterosexual
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women off the hook in making lesbianism seem so outlandish that they feel absolved
DX'"
from engaging with it. Yet after all there is something arbitraryin this coupling of s/m
with lesbianism. Where are the closet heterosexual feminist masochists? Are there ^
^
really no heterosexual feminists who have at least had sado-masochistic fantasies
about men? I don't believe that. But I suppose it is too 'politically incorrect' even to
mention.
One of the afternoon workshops explicitly took up the idea of 'politically
incorrect' sexuality. Run by Dorothy Allison it discussed various forms of desire of which feminists have disapproved. Amongst other topics that come up was that of
values. One contributor said:'Myvalues are being good at sex.' I was not present at this
workshop, but a British feminist who was commented to me that this remarkseemed
to sum up in a sense some absence at the heart of the discussion; a discussion that did
,
not relate sexual practices to the social structure
so that there was a latent g<E¢
consumerism about the whole way in which sex was being talked about.
;
Shirely Walton and Esther Newton ran a workshop of which the title was ,
'Beyond the Gay/Straight split: do sexual 'roles' (butch/femme) transcend sexual
preference?' They described this workshop in the Diary as follows:
The unspoken assumption was that Estherwas 'butch' while Shirley,because
she is heterosexual, was 'femme' [the two women are old friends, but not
lovers]. But now it appearsthat each is most comfortable 'initiating'and 'orchestrating' sexual interactions. Does this mean that both are 'butch'?Ifso, why does
Esther play this out with women and Shirleywith men?How and why do homoThe workshop will attempt to open up the Pandora'sbox of sexual styles,
attitudes and roles banished from the feminist movement as 'politically incorrect'. Esther and Shirley propose that these styles should be examined and
lived.

w

-3

^

There were many other workshops: on pornography,on film, on forms of sexual
therapy; Kate Millet ran one on the inability of our society to allow children any sort of
sexuality (this workshop was not about paedophilia); and the relationship of class,
race, money and disability to sexuality all had a place.
The day ended with a poetry reading. Some of the poems were sexually explicit
_ >
and the hilarity and excitement of the audience became uproarious-at the same time F
w
the euphoria had a slightly hysterical edge to it. Amber Hollibaugh(one of the women t =
attacked in the Coalition leaflet ) had alreadyspoken at the finalplenary of the struggles
women had experienced in the past and the possibilities of passion in the future-if
there is a future after Reagan.But the release of tension in the laughter at the end of the
day seemed to have more to do with the anxiety and insecurity surroundingsex in the
present and of the difficulty-for American feminists more than for Britishones of
maintaining a dialogue about sexuality in a society in which sex, the body beautiful,
homosexuality
everything-is
commercialized to a degree as yet unknown in
Europe. The atmosphere of the conference was not so different from that of the
Manhattan streets where vividly dressed women and men dramatize their sexual
identities in fashion codes and consciously staLkan individualisticideal of self-fulfilment
,
across an urban landscape of futuristic beauty and immense squalor, where success
/ ,
and despair jostle on ever,vblock.
itF
foundation withdrew its funding of the Scholar and the Feminist series; and the
Barnard Women's Centre has had continuing trouble from the Barnardapthorities.
This has even further embittered relations between opposing groups of feminists. It
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* WAPdel i neates good gi rl Ibad g: rl * good 9l rl s don' t ff nd thi s
material arousing, good gffrls are different from men. Concern with defining and
being the good girl underlies WAPand the anti-abortion movement; this concern
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Before di smiss i ng pornography out of hand, l et ' s rememberthat there were two
literatures about sexuality ln the Yictorian period: the medlcal, whlch did not
female sexuality other than reproduction; and pornledge
acknow
Of course, both
which depicted womenas sexljal actors.
_^_ography,
wrttten by men and male controlled, but even so, pornography
ere
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presented positive imagery (about lesbians as well).
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Women such as ArnberHollibaugh have
possibly means an end to the xtirences.
been questioned by their employers as a result of the uproare md some of e
conEerence organizers have spoken of a a McCarthyiteatmosphere of witch-hunting
and purgesFSo while libertarianismmay be insufficientas an analysisof sexuality in our
society the repercussions after the conference have demonstrated clearly how important liberal freedoms are.
The conference was extensively r..eportedand commented uwn in Off 0
Backs the orlly American feminist.nesvspaperwttha nationalcirculation. Although the
reporters had made detailed notes and while therefore their reportage
wOurBs
appeared unbiassed their comment was largely negativef This elicited lettters, published in a later edition of the paperffrom participantswho alleged that they had been
misrepresented. Shirley Walton and Esther Newton7for example}were able to demonstrate that what they had said in their workshop had been seriously distorted in e Off
.
Our Ec*s report
Petitions were circulated by conEerenceorganizers7.theconference w widely
reporteci in the New York alternative presssAndrea Dworkin sent out photocopies of
the Conference Diary with a letter deploring its obscene and supposedly Eighffil
images The Conference Diarywas finallyreleased and sent to all who had participated
in the conference.
.
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of women are being ignored
who wrote to wOurBac*s. 4Thereal, materialsles
while academic5 deSte the nbceties of leather and shit. Am I just a puritan when e
(also 'politically incorrect') question bubbles up: is this really so important7But it
m
be important because it has gene.ratedso muO debate and such anger;and we
>
need to undersand what that is about. .
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feelings has been noted again and again: the appeal of the R1ght
t to a large group of confused, ambivalentwwomen; the impulse to
or buiZd false continuums, the hidden concern with good
.J,z,Jconflate
girls; the power of metaphor. Although psychoanalytic work attempts to explair
how symbols mobilize irrational feelings, feminists have always been hostSlr
"
psychoanalysRs. Whyso? There are niany reasons. Mose ^;-;
has been used a^A;ne Womenand womenIs Snt--
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lronicallys the Right campaign to protect the innoct, confers enormous power
on the protector.
The powerless innocents safe in the bosom of the privatized
family, is completely at the mercy of the empowered protector.

sf

The Right embodiesan SnterestRng SnconsSstencyin regard to chSldren.
they are at the same time Snnocents to be protected and lSttle savages reeliring careful socializat10n to - ss
thv- onti-social
-" jo on the thr
abov
But also am I really so sunk in the pornographie consciousness that I am unable
to sensitize myself to the true frightfulnessof the Diary.I am unable to find it offensive.
The most explicit image is a reproduetion of an Indian erotic painting; it shows a
heterosexual eouple making love upside down on a galloping horse. Both partners
look intensely uneomfortable
and appear to be in some danger ^ but to me it
doesnt seem objectionable unless, that is you find all heterosexual penetration
patriarehal. But that of course is the crux of the matterX
Perhaps a eontorted eoupling on a runaway horse symbolizes ratheraccurately
our wild and desperate attempts as feminists to gain some control over our own
sexuality.
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